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Abstract

Handling production scheduling is increasingly difficult for manyenterprises,
and human involvement is necessary. The overall objective ofthis research
was to gain further understanding of planners’ and schedulers’work within the
manufacturing industry, to elucidate how their worksituation is formed, and
to explain their significance to other employees’work and company activities.
Scheduling work was studied in fourcompanies in the Swedish woodworking
industry; a sawmill, a parquet floormanufacturer, a furniture manufacturer and
a house manufacturer. Themethod used was activity analysis which is based on
the analysis of workactivities in real work situations. Data collection included
20 days’observations and 65 interviews. Cross-case analysis with British cases
onplanning work was also included.The findings revealed that the schedulers’
tasks lead to many activities. Twothirds of these are what can be expected.
The remaining third constitutesactivities that depend on the schedulers’
individual attributes and the contextin which they work. The schedulers
serve as problem solvers in a number ofdomains and constitute efficient
information nodes, making them animportant service function. Furthermore,
they have an alignment rolebetween different organizational groups. This role
is specifically remarkablein dealing with production enquiries that must be
aligned with productioncapability. Here, both planners and schedulers play
an essential role inlinking the manufacturing and the commercial sides and
their differentfunctional logics.Planners and schedulers in daily work exert
strong influence on others. Theydo not hold legitimate power. Instead their
influence emanates mainly fromaccess to and control of information and their
ability to apply expertise tointerpret this information and examine the impact
of decisions made acrossdifferent areas of the business. Personal power related
to social skills is alsosignificant.Furthermore, they facilitate others’ work in
continuous personalinteractions, serving the technical scheduling software
system, and aligningdifferent organizational functions. In combination with
expert knowledgeand developed social skills, they significantly contribute to
quality operationsperformance. Finally, the schedulers influence the decision
latitude of otheremployees and may indirectly promote job satisfaction, thus
contributing todeveloping appropriate working conditions for others in the
company.
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